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menting SON is to decrease CAPEX and OPEX
in all phases of the network engineering life
cycle: planning, deployment, and operation. The
SON features also aim to enhance network performance. The use of SON is crucial, if not
inevitable, for most operators running multiRAT, multi-vendor and multi-layer networks in
which an overwhelming number of parameters
It is important that integrating and operating new and existing network nodes require minimal
have to be configured and optimized. For SON
manual efforts to control OPEX. Consequently, considerable industry momentum has built recently
to be attractive to mobile operators, its benefits,
to develop Self-Organizing Network features that can automate mobile network deployment,
including both performance improvement and
CAPEX/OPEX reduction, should outweigh the
operation and maintenance.
cost to implement and manage SON-related
functionalities. Towards this goal, operators have
a number of high-level objectives for each phase
Ljupco Jorguseski, Adrian Pais, Fredrik Gunnarsson, Angelo Centonza, and Colin Willcock
of the network engineering life cycle:
1 Planning of new sites (or extension of existing ones) should be as easy, time- and costeffective as possible, yield the fewest
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deployment) for a desired performance,
Self-Organizing Networks (SON) is a comand be based on sufficiently accurate informon term for mobile network automation, critimation.
cal to the cost-efficient deployment, operation
Deploy
Operate
2 Deployment of new sites should be as easy
and maintenance of mobile networks. This artias possible with the lowest effort and cost—
cle provides an overview of SON standardization
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i.e,“plug and play”—and with no interin 3GPP,
including both existing and planned
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S1 set-up
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Self-test
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and cost, allow for quick and effective idendesign-and-operations cycle. In the long-term it
ocation
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tification of a problem and its cause, ensure
is envisaged that automation will become a natuimmediate (and preferably automatic) reacral component in network operations, although
tion to problems (for example, self-healing
the success of SON will depend on automation’s
and self-optimization), and yield the best
benefits in relation to its cost.
possible performance and optimal use of
the deployed resources.
NTRODUCTION
An overview of SON functionalities and
where they fit in the network engineering life
Recent developments in mobile networks have
cycle is summarized in Fig. 1. This figure shows
been driven by the insatiable demand by users
that operational efficiency for mobile operators
for high-speed data. This has led mobile operais expected to increase as new SON features
tors to deploy ever more complex networks. In
become available. By operational
turn, mobile operators now face
efficiency, we mean efficiency in
the challenge of managing these
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MDT and its expected use in the three network
of the mobile operators is, typically, decreasing.
engineering phases. First, existing SON solutions
Thus, it is important that integrating and operatin 3GPP (up to Release 11, completed in early
ing new and existing network nodes require min2013) are described. Following that an overview
imal manual efforts to control OPEX.
of ongoing SON standardization (i.e., Release
Consequently, considerable industry momentum
12, expected to be completed at the end of 2014)
has built recently to develop Self-Organizing
Network (SON) features that can automate
and a future vision for SON is presented. Finalmobile network deployment, operation and
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and reports. The E-UTRAN (Fig. 2, right) is
maintained and supervised via the network management (NM) system (Fig. 2, left).
The operator interacts with the network at a
high level through the NM system, which in turn
interacts with the domain manager (DM)
through the standardized Interface-North (Itf-N).
The DM manages individual network elements
(NEs), e.g., eNBs, through the Interface-South,
Itf-S.
As described in [2], SON functions can be
classified into different types, according to how
they are mapped onto the network architecture.
• NM-centralized SON operates to meet centralized policies defined in the NM, reconfiguring NE parameters based on network
information fed back from the NEs. It is
based on the performance indicators and
policies defined in the OAM specifications
in 3GPP.
• Distributed SON is implemented in the NEs
(typically eNBs in the case of E-UTRAN,
and the Radio Network Controller (RNC)
for the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access
Network (UTRAN)). Policies are received
from, and KPIs provided to, the NM
through the DM over the Itf-N/S interfaces.
Inter-NE signaling takes place over standardized interfaces.
• Hybrid SON is essentially a combination of
both NM-centralized and distributed SON
functional components.
In the rest of this section we survey existing
SON features and describe them in relation to
the management architecture. Specifically, we
focus on the additions in Release 11.

SELF-CONFIGURATION
The initial configuration of network elements in
a mobile network is complicated by a large number of parameters. Handling configuration manually is tedious and time consuming. This is an
obvious candidate for automation because network nodes typically have common values for
large portions of the configuration settings..
In self-configuration network elements may
be associated with an initial set of site-specific
parameters in an optional planning step. This set
of parameters may be configured through the
3GPP automatic radio configuration data-han-
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Figure 1. Evolution of SON features.
dling function (ARCF), and may include cell
identities, pre-configured neighbor relations,
antenna configurations, transmit power levels,
operational carrier, etc. The ARCF, together
with any software upgrades, are transferred to
the eNB in the self-configuration installation
procedure once connectivity has been established. After self-testing, the eNB is operational
and ready to serve mobile terminals.

AUTOMATIC NEIGHBOR RELATIONS (ANR)
Traditionally, a major configuration/optimization
cost for operators has been the manual generation of neighbor relations between cells. This
depends on the LTE ANR function located in
the eNB. It supports management of neighbor
cell relations within E-UTRAN, between EUTRAN and UTRAN and from E-UTRAN to
GERAN and CDMA2000 cells. Based on the
UE ANR feature, an eNB or an RNC can
request a UE to decode neighbor cell system
information and report the decoded information
back. Based on this information, the eNB can
determine a unique cell identifier for the neighbor cell. This means that the serving eNB has
sufficient information to initiate a handover to
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Figure 2. 3GPP network management architecture (left) and E-UTRAN architecture (right).
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MOBILITY ROBUSTNESS OPTIMIZATION (MRO)
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Figure 3. Load balancing between a macro cell and a small cell by adjusting
the small cell coverage area via adjustments of a) a range expansion bias,
and b) the small cell transmission power.

the discovered cell. Optionally, the eNB may further use the unique cell identifier to retrieve
connectivity information from the neighbor base
station via S1 eNB/MME configuration-transfer
procedures and initiate establishment of an X2
interface. The evident advantage of ANR is that
by using UEs to create and update neighbor
relations the whole process can be completed
automatically. Given the number of UEs in a
network, this method is quicker, more reliable
and cost effective than drive tests or manual
configuration.

AUTOMATIC CELL IDENTITY MANAGEMENT
Mobility in 3GPP networks is based on UEassisted reporting of physical cell identifiers
(PCIs) that preferably should be locally unique.
Non-unique PCIs can lead to confusion (a cell
has two or more neighbor cells with the same
cell identifier) or collision (adjacent cells have
the same cell identifier). PCI confusion/collision
can be detected via the UE ANR procedure.
The OAM system, notified of the detected PCI
confusion/collision, can initiate a centralized PCI
reassignment mechanism. This proposes a new
PCI to the cell based on the neighbor-relation
information in the OAM system. Alternatively,
the OAM system may provide the eNB with a
set of available PCIs to select from, and authorize the eNB to select an alternative PCI, in consideration of assigned PCIs in surrounding eNBs.

RANDOM ACCESS OPTIMIZATION
The main purpose of the random access procedure is for UEs to notify their presence to the
network and establish uplink time synchronization with it. In the procedure, the UE will select
a preamble waveform, an access slot and a transmission power. These parameters are subject to
optimization to meet requirements in terms of:
• Access probability, which is the probability of
a UE having completed access after a certain number of random access attempts, or
• Access delay (AD) probability, where access
delay is defined as the time duration for a
random access procedure to complete once
it is initiated by a UE.
To assist RACH performance estimation and
optimization, the UE can be instructed to provide a RACH report to the eNB after a completed access attempt. This solution is based on UE
reports because the UE can monitor radio-related issues which the network may not be aware
of. Hence, similarly to the ANR function, this
feature makes use of UE monitoring and reporting capabilities.

4

Robust mobility support is central to mobile networks and MRO is a key SON feature. MRO
requirements for intra-LTE mobility are specified in terms of acceptable mobility failure rates
while avoiding unnecessary handovers as much
as possible. The corresponding requirements for
handovers can also be formulated within any
RAT or between any two RATs.
The LTE MRO function can be located in
the eNB. The handovers are UE-assisted, which
means that the UE is configured by its serving
eNB to send a Measurement Report (MR) once
a reporting criterion is met. Upon receiving a
measurement report including information about
the candidate cell triggering the report, the serving eNB may initiate the handover procedure to
the target cell via X2 or S1 signaling. If the handover fails, the UE will try to re-establish the
connection to the radio access network or move
to idle mode and reconnect at a later stage.
Recent additions to UE Radio Link Failure
(RLF) reports in Release 11 include feedback
about the time elapsed since failure (e.g., for
removal of stale reports) and information and
signaling to detect inter-RAT mobility failures.
Similarly, a handover (HO) report can be sent
from a different RAT to E-UTRAN to indicate
an unnecessary inter-RAT HO. In such cases,
upon indication from the source E-UTRAN and
after a completed handover, the target RAT
configures the UE with inter-RAT measurements of cells in the source RAT (E-UTRAN).
If the coverage of one or more E-UTRAN cells
is evaluated as acceptable for a specific time
after the HO, then the inter-RAT HO is considered unnecessary. The same mechanism allows
E-UTRAN to configure a timer in a target RAT
to detect inter-RAT ping pongs. Namely, if an
inter-RAT HO towards E-UTRAN occurs within such a predefined time window, the HO is
considered “too early”.
The MRO solution combines events monitored by UEs which are not visible directly from
the network together with information from
multiple eNBs to detect the root cause of failure. Note that from Release 10, MRO enables
UE signalling of RLF Reports after active-idle
transitions, which is particularly useful in interRAT mobility failure resolution.

MOBILITY LOAD BALANCING (MLB)
The objective of MLB is to manage uneven traffic distributions, while minimizing the number of
needed HOs and redirections. The thresholds
triggering an offloading action can be enabled by
typical cell overload and related load-performance indicators. To avoid jeopardizing mobility
robustness, the same targets specified for MRO
can also be considered. The MLB function is in
the eNB.
An issue with heterogeneous networks is that
small cells may attract too little traffic, which
calls for macrocell offloading techniques. One
such technique is cell range expansion, where a
Range Expansion Bias (REB) is considered for
small cells when evaluating measurement-report
triggering criteria for some or all UEs (Fig. 3a).
The adjustment of the REB can be seen as
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mobility load balancing. Such adjustments need
to consider UE-specific aspects such as detection
capabilities and current traffic-load contributions
due to the volatile nature of interference in the
range-expansion area. In 3GPP, eNBs can share
resource status information via X2. This provides information to select an offload cell and to
negotiate mobility parameters via X2 signaling.
This design was chosen to enable offloading of
UEs, which would otherwise not be retained, to
cells with spare capacity without changing radio
channel configurations. An alternative offloading
technique adjusts the pilot power level of the
small cell to increase or decrease its coverage
(Fig. 3b).

ENERGY SAVINGS
Energy is a major cost in operating mobile networks. The only standardized mechanism to
reduce energy consumption is to deactivate cells
that are temporarily not needed. To facilitate network energy saving, signaling support is specified
between base stations as well as between RATs.
If an eNB has switched off a particular cell to
lower energy consumption, it may notify neighbor
eNBs via a deactivation indication over X2. Furthermore, an eNB can request a neighbor eNB to
re-activate a previously switched-off cell via a cellactivation request. Release 11 has introduced
some inter-RAT support, where it is possible to
transfer cell activation/deactivation information
between RATs (e.g., UTRAN) via SON transfer
messages. The latter approach minimizes complexity while maintaining interoperability.

MINIMIZATION OF DRIVE TESTS (MDT)
Traditionally, detailed information about actual
radio network performance is obtained through
drive tests. However, drive tests are costly, time
consuming, and typically limited to roads far
from where most UEs are located. One attractive alternative is to use UEs as probes that
report measurements to the network. In 3GPP,
this is referred to as MDT, which was introduced
in Release 10, with enhancements in Release 11.
MDT is based on the 3GPP trace functionality
and enables the operator to configure and initiate trace logging of radio measurements (including RLF Report used for MRO) and optional
location information either towards a specific
UE or a particular cell or area. MDT is thoroughly described in [6]. Similar to ANR, the
rationale behind the MDT design is to be able to
use existing UEs in an ad-hoc manner to monitor network behavior and performance. This
provides a plethora of statistics to operators
without the cost of running dedicated drive tests.

POTENTIAL SON FUNCTION CONFLICTS AND RESOLUTIONS
With many automatic SON functions in the network, there is a concern that they may cause
unwanted interactions and even unstable behavior. Potential conflicts between SON functions
can be due to how different SON functions
affect the same parameter within overlapping
time frames. One solution is to rely on standard
coordination mechanisms as discussed in 3GPP
[8] while another is to ensure that different SON
function types are mutually isolated via design
principles [9].
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SON FOR RELEASE 12 AND BEYOND
Following the work done on SON and MDT in
earlier 3GPP Releases, a new study item [7] to
extend SON began in early 2013 and concluded
in mid-2014. Specification work commenced
thereafter and is expected to finish by the end of
2014. In the following sections we detail the
Release 12 developments further. Possible developments beyond Release 12 are then also
described.

RELEASE 12 SON
Per UE Mobility Differentiation Enhancements — Current specifications enable mobility settings between different UEs to be differentiated. The objective of
the “SON for UE types” task is to evaluate if
such differentiation can have a negative impact
on interoperability. If this is so, then solutions to
the interoperability problems are considered.
One problem identified is the ping-pong handovers caused by different mobility settings in
adjacent cells.
Active Antenna Enhancements — Active antenna systems
are one way to increase the capacity of existing
networks. Currently, deployments tend to be relatively static, typically just adding vertical sectorization. However, the technology does enable
the possibility of more dynamic use, involving
UE-specific beam forming, cell shaping, cell
splitting and merging. The situation where the
number of cells and the cell coverage change
over time is shown in Fig. 4. Such merging and
splitting can be used to adapt system capacity
depending on traffic conditions. It can be seen
as a way to provide more flexible coverage/capacity management. However, the ability to merge
and split cells dynamically makes the actual
management of such systems increasingly complex.
With this in mind the work in Release 12
aimed at enabling support for network deployments based on the generic features of active
antennas. More specifically it studied whether
existing SON features for deployment automation can be extended to handle dynamic changes
possible with active antennas, such as cell splitting or merging. The main focus in the study
item concerned connection failures due to cell
splitting and merging, as well as impacts on
MRO. The work will continue with a Release 13
work item.
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Pre-Release 12 Small Cells Enhancements — The term small
cells broadly describes operator-controlled, lowpower, radio-access nodes. Small cells, which
include femto-, pico-, metro- and micro-cells,
have a range from tens to hundreds of meters.
They’re usually deployed by operators wherever
additional capacity is needed. Specific SON
functions for small cells may reduce networkplanning efforts, enhance network optimization
and address problems and scenarios specific to
small-cell deployment.
Mobility robustness is a challenge, especially
because moving UEs may switch rapidly among
small cells. The proposed Release 12 enhancements are intended to provide the network additional information (e.g., further RLF reports if
failure occurs after re-establishment and UE
time-to-trigger (TTT) information), which can
be used during MRO analysis so that better corrective actions can be taken. Additionally, S1and OAM-based solutions have been proposed
to simplify inter-RAT RLF reporting in “LTE
island coverage” scenarios where there is no
LTE coverage surrounding the small cells.

1 The research leading to
these results has received
funding from the European Union, Seventh
Framework Programme
(FP7/2007-2013) under
grant agreement n°
316384.
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NM-Centralized Coverage and Capacity Optimization and Coordination — The NM-centralized coverage and
capacity optimization (CCO) function was facilitated in Release 10 and Release 11 by standardizing activation and reporting of measurement
traces reported by the UE or the eNB, including
MDT data, radio-link failure (RLF) events, and
RRC re-establishment failure (RCEF) events.
These traces are then stored at the Trace Collection Entity (TCE) and processed by the CCO
functions at the NM level for discovering capacity or coverage issues (Fig. 5). In Release 12, the
CCO work focused on anonymous data collection to protect user privacy and correlation of
the data from the UEs and eNB either at the
eNB level or TCE level (Fig. 5). The targeted

use cases were discovering coverage holes and
capacity issues in LTE and UMTS, adapting the
cell coverage to the user spatial traffic demand,
discovering LTE coverage holes via underlying
UMTS coverage, etc., as listed in [10].
Multi-Vendor Network Element Plug and Play — The Release
12 work item covered scenarios where an eNB is
connected to the secure operator network either
via an external network or a non-secure operator
network. Server addresses needed for various
configurations are obtained via domain name
servers [11].

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The current work on Release 12 is likely to
introduce a number of new features that may
well require refinements and additions to existing SON and MDT functionality. One example
is Release 12’s small-cell enhancements, such as
Dual Connectivity [12], that could lead to significant changes to the overall 3GPP Radio Access
Network architecture and operation. Another
example is 3GPP-WiFi integration. These envision mass deployment of small cells to increase
system capacity and user throughput, which by
definition requires automated deployment and
management for costs to be acceptable to the
operators.
The practical and market issues from
deployed networks also shape the future directions for SON and MDT development. Changes
in user behavior and expectations can cause new
problems or requirements so that operators
might aim at optimizing quality of experience
(QoE) for particular services and users in specific conditions. New deployment trends (e.g., network sharing, small cells, dual connectivity,
multicast and broadcast data transfer, or deviceto-device communication) can highlight issues or
increase the priority for SON and MDT solutions in specific areas.
Research work also leads the way to new
ideas and functionality for SON and MDT. The
European FP7 SEMAFOUR project1 [13] is one
relevant research project that aims at a unified
self-management system. This would enable network operators to holistically manage and operate their complex heterogeneous mobile
networks. The ultimate goal is a system that
enables an enhanced quality of user experience,
improved network performance, improved manageability and reduced operational costs. An
envisioned future of the SON system is shown in
Fig. 6.
The key new element is the integrated SON
management layer. This includes a policy-translation layer which converts high-level goals down
to individual SON functions. Further, there is a
centralized or decentralized SON-coordination
functionality to avoid conflicts between individual SON functions, and a set of powerful new
multi-RAT, multi-layer SON functions to handle
the complex mobile-communication networks of
tomorrow. A decision support system (DSS) [14]
is envisioned for automatic generation of recommendations for relevant network extensions
based on current and desired performance KPIs,
available options for network extensions (e.g.,
reconfiguration or extension of existing sites,
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adding new sites, etc.), projections of future traffic trends and cost constraints.
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The trend in network operations is to gradually
move from “semi-manual” toward autonomous
planning, deployment, and optimization (Fig. 1).
A semi-manual, or open loop, operation means
that SON functionalities suggest configurations
which are first approved by the operator before
being implemented. Autonomous network operation, also known as closed-loop, means that
approval by the operator is skipped. Instead, the
operator simply defines high-level performance
goals (in the form of a policy) and monitors to
what degree the policy is satisfied in the network.
In the planning phase, the CCO and DSS
functions, with the support of MDT, can reduce
the operator’s effort in planning (i.e., reduce
OPEX) and selecting optimal network extensions (i.e., reduce CAPEX). Operators will still
need an initial planning effort to deploy the coverage layer, but this effort will diminish as the
coverage layer is enlarged (or completed) and
has to be extended with a capacity layer. It is
expected that the CCO and DSS functions will
be centralized and will typically run at the NM
level. This is because CCO and DSS analyse and
optimize a cluster of base stations and the
dynamics of the recommended reconfigurations
or extensions are relatively slow, e.g., up to a few
reconfigurations per day or week for CCO or
long-term extensions deployed over several
months for DSS.
To include NM-centralized SON in the planning phase successfully, operators must address
the following challenges:
1 Availability and accuracy of input data for
proper NM-centralized SON decision-making. Input data provided to NM-centralized
SON functions may be in the form of MDT
and KPI reports/traces, enriched with geographic coordinates. Collecting this data is
facilitated by UE and eNB features that are
only optional. Due to this and the existence
of legacy UEs and base stations, the availability of input data may be limited. A considerable portion of input data may be
provided by vendor-proprietary solutions.
2 Facilitating the collection and processing of
data. Due to the large number of base stations and users, as well as frequent logging
and reporting of relevant information, a
huge amount of data needs to be handled
by the operator’s network management system. This requires sufficient Itf-N transport
network capacity, data storage capacity and
processing capacity for the NM-centralized
SON algorithms.
3 Linking and synchronizing the NM-centralized SON functions functions with an operator’s existing planning tools and
processes, as well as BSS/OSS systems. It is
important that the same, up-to-date input
data is available to all tools/processes
involved in the planning phase. Discrepancies in input data among different processes
and tools during planning might result in
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Figure 6. SEMAFOUR vision for future SON system.
sub-optimal configurations and network
instabilities.
In the deployment phase, the self-configuration functions enable operators to install new
nodes (including Home eNBs) in plug-and-play
fashion. Operators’ effort in configuring and
optimizing intra- and inter-LTE neighbors is
reduced (or ideally completely avoided) by the
utilization of ANR. Because the LTE neighbor
relation establishment includes automatic X2
setup this phase has to be tested in the case of a
multi-vendor deployment with neighboring base
stations from different vendors. Additionally, the
effort in PCI allocation is also avoided because
assigning PCIs to cells is automated with the
assistance of ANR, and coordinated via the central OAM system, as explained in Section 2.
Note here that in case of multi-vendor and small
cells deployment, the PCI assignment among the
different vendors’ nodes and layers has to be
coordinated. The self-configuration development
of Release 12 can facilitate multi-vendor eNB
plug-and-play support that is especially important when deploying network elements with
backhaul outside the secure network of the
operator.
In the operations phase, the distributed SON
functions (e.g., MRO, MLB, Energy Saving, etc.)
enable operators to have cell-specific and dynamic configurations (e.g., typically few changes per
hour), in contrast to base station cluster-based,
slowly varying configurations in the planning
phase. Cell-specific and dynamic configurations
are even more applicable for small cells deployments because (optimal) configuration of small
cells and surrounding macro-cells depends on
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SON functions standardized up to 3GPP
Release 11 include selfconfiguration and selfoptimization features.
These features are
supported by MDT,
which facilitates the
gathering of measurements from UEs. In
3GPP Release 12, to be
completed in December 2014, further SON
enhancements have
been investigated.

local traffic and radio- propagation conditions.
Because these SON functions operate on a short
time-scale and are based on local conditions,
they are typically deployed in a distributed or
hybrid architecture. Consequently, for multi-vendor deployments in which X2 signaling messages
are exchanged, agreements on parameter configurations between neighbor eNBs are crucial for
the self-optimization SON functions [15] to work
properly. One example is the exchange of loadlevel information and handover-cause information between eNBs, which has been subject
recently to alignment agreements in Release 12.

CONCLUSIONS
Network automation in general and SON specifically provide the most promising paths for
mobile network operators to handle the increasing pressure to provide ever-higher-performing
services, while reducing costs at the same time.
A considerable number of SON functions
have been standardized in 3GPP to facilitate
automation of planning, deployment and optimization for mobile operators. There is a clear
trend that network operations are shifting from
manually intensive and static (or slowly changing) network configurations toward (semi-) automated and dynamic/pro-active network
operations.
SON functions standardized up to Release 11
include self-configuration and self-optimization
features. These features are supported by MDT,
which facilitates the gathering of measurements
from UEs. In Release 12, to be completed in
December 2014, further SON enhancements
have been investigated. These can enable operators to have tailor-made optimization based on
UE groups, facilitate dynamic shaping of the cell
coverage area (including cell splitting) for eNBs
equipped with adaptive antenna systems, and
assist in the planning phase with the deployment
of a NM-centralized CCO function.
Operators must meet several challenges if
they’re to incorporate NM-centralized SON
functionalities successfully. First, the operator’s
management system should be able to handle
the huge amount of data needed for the different SON functions and ensure that the data is
synchronized and up-to-date in all supporting
tools and processes. Second, although there has
been a considerable amount of SON standardization, vendor-proprietary solutions due to legacy UEs or network systems (e.g., GSM and
UMTS) will be needed to facilitate the SON
functions, which might add to complexity in
multi-vendor deployments.
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